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In response to the growing call to bring the powerful ideas of computer science to all learners, education
decision makers, including teachers and administrators, are tasked with making consequential decisions on
what curricula to use. Often, these decision makers have not been trained in computer science and are unfamiliar with the concepts taught and tools used. This is especially true in K–12 contexts where computer
science expertise is less prevalent. To aid in the decision-making process around computing curricula, this
article introduces the TEC Rubric. The TEC Rubric is composed of three main categories: Teacher Accessibility, Equity, and Content designed to support educational decision makers and designers when it comes to
computing instruction. Along with presenting the full rubric and the process used in its creation, this article describes two examples of the rubric in action. First, the TEC Rubric is used to evaluate two widespread
computer science curricula to demonstrate its evaluative capacity highlighting differences between the two
curricula. Second, we show how the TEC Rubric can be used to help inform the design of new K–12 computing curricula. Overall, the TEC Rubric is designed to serve as a useful resource in the ongoing quest to bring
effective, equitable, and engaging computing instruction into schools around the world.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Around the world, there is a growing push to bring the foundational ideas of computer science into
K–12 classrooms [7, 58]. This effort takes various forms depending on the local context. For example, some countries have instituted national computing curricula, such as England, New Zealand,
and Israel [6, 18, 51]. Other efforts are decentralized, allowing individual states, districts, or schools
to decide how computing is brought into schools, as can be seen in the United States and India
[87, 111]. Shared across these initiatives is the underlying belief that providing learners with the
opportunity to develop a basic understanding of core computational ideas is an essential part of
preparing them to be productive citizens in our increasingly technological world. Over the past
decade, the foundational skills and practices associated with computing have been captured by
the umbrella term Computational Thinking [112]. While the exact definition of computational
thinking continues to be debated, it is generally agreed that computational thinking is a collection
of concepts and practices central to computer science, including developing algorithms, working
with abstractions, and a systematic approach to problem-solving that identifies how and when
computing can be used as part of a solution [49]. Historically, these ideas have been taught in
high school computer science classrooms. However, as the role of computing both in and out of
the classroom has grown, there are new needs and opportunities to teach computing across the
curriculum and across grade bands [67, 99]. One result of the shift towards the language of computational thinking rather than computer science is allowing for more open conversations around
how and where these ideas can be integrated across K–12 education. As Wing wrote in the article
that began the current computational thinking conversation: “To reading, writing, and arithmetic,
we should add computational thinking to every child’s analytical ability” [112].
A central component of the modern view of the role of computing in education is the notion
that computing is essential for ALL learners. In this article, we use the term computing to describe
both computer science content as well as broader computational thinking–related concepts and
practices. In emphasizing the universality and broad applicability of the powerful ideas of computing, the push to bring these concepts and practices into classrooms confronts issues of equity
and access that have historically plagued technology fields [4, 72, 73, 82, 116]. In doing so, the
Computing/Computer Science for All push seeks to reevaluate who learns computing, how it is
taught, and where it resides within K–12 education. While the Computing/Computer Science for
All language is prevalent in the United States, similar efforts are underway worldwide. Achieving
the goal of bringing quality, accessible, and equitable computing instruction to all learners requires
confronting several challenges currently faced by those tasked with realizing this lofty goal. These
challenges can be unique to the given school, district, state, or country, but there are also shared
challenges faced across localities and contexts. Central among these is the challenge of deciding
what technology to use, what curriculum to follow, and if and how it needs to be altered to meet
the specifics of a given classroom or school.
The consequential and complex decision of what computing curricula to use is often made
with little in the way of scaffolds or guides to help decision makers. Decision makers often rely
on instinct, reputation, or experience from other disciplines, rather than a deep knowledge of
best practices for teaching computing or prior experience with the subject or materials. This
article seeks to address this issue through the introduction of the TEC Rubric, a computing
curriculum evaluation instrument designed to help educational decision makers and teachers
make informed decisions about which computing curriculum to use in their classrooms. The
TEC Rubric (https://www.canonlab.org/the-tec-rubric) is comprised of three main categories
by which materials are to be evaluated: Teacher accessibility (T), Equity (E), and Content (C).
For each of these categories, the TEC Rubric provides specific criteria by which to evaluate
a curriculum to structure and facilitate the decision-making process and aid educators and
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educational decision makers in making an informed and ultimately successful decision. The
rubric was developed as part of a researcher-practitioner partnership between computer science
education researchers and a large urban school district. Having this input from key members
of the audience, the TEC Rubric was designed to help ensure it would be useful and actionable
for the educational decision makers it is targeting. The rubric is informed by existing rubrics for
evaluating curricula but is customized to meet the specific challenges associated with computer
science and integrating computing into the classroom. It is important to note the intention is not
for the TEC Rubric to supplant professional development or serve as a way to transform teachers
into computer science experts; instead, it is to support education-related decision makers in
making better-informed decisions with respect to computing education materials. A secondary
audience for the TEC Rubric is the curriculum designers themselves, serving as a support for
helping them ensure their materials meet classroom needs.
The focus of this article is on the TEC Rubric and a demonstration of how it can be used in
two distinct capacities: to evaluate existing computing curricula and to inform the design of new
computing and computer science curricula. This article begins with a discussion of the motivation
and audiences for this work, before presenting the prior work that has informed this effort. Next,
the article presents the methodology used to develop the rubric. The TEC Rubric is then presented,
including details for each of the three categories and a discussion of how each construct in the
rubric can be operationalized. Next, the article presents two distinct applications of the rubric,
showing how it can be used to evaluate existing curricula as well as inform the design of a new
curriculum. The article concludes with a discussion of the challenges and limitations of the rubric.
2 MOTIVATION
The need for the TEC Rubric emerged through a series of discussions between computing education researchers, computer science teachers, and district leaders around how they make computing
curriculum-related decisions. The practitioners in the conversation were particularly focused on
the goal of broadening participation in computing but did not themselves have the expertise to
know if or how a specific curriculum would address this goal. At the same time, the researchers in
the conversation were in the early stage of designing an equity-focused curriculum but had little
initial knowledge of the needs of the teachers and district decision makers with respect to what
needed to be included to make the curriculum easily adoptable, especially as it related to ways to
support teachers with little prior experience teaching computing and schools with little history
of computing instruction. In response to these differing needs of both the researchers and practitioners, we set out to create a resource to support both parties. Through these discussions and a
review of similar efforts in other disciplines, three interrelated factors emerged as the focus of the
rubric: teachers (T), equity (E), and content (C).
The first factor for choosing computing materials for classrooms is a consideration of educators’
prior knowledge, experience, and confidence for teaching the computing content. Identifying the
supports that are or are not present in a set of instructional materials is important for ensuring
teachers are comfortable and able to effectively use them in their classrooms. This is critical, as
many instructors tasked with teaching computing courses are new to the discipline and have relatively little prior experience teaching the subject [24, 32, 109].
A second consideration is thinking through how to make the ideas being taught resonate with
the learner and align with the goals of equity and inclusiveness that are a cornerstone of the
larger movement to bring computing to all. Bringing computing into the curriculum for all learners provides access, an important first step in addressing issues of underrepresentation. Access is
necessary but not sufficient for achieving equity. In other words, just making sure that computing
classes are offered does not mean all students are receiving the same quality of instruction, nor
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that the instruction is suitable for all students. A growing body of research is revealing the importance of designing inclusive and accessible computing materials to support learners from diverse
backgrounds in having meaningful, positive learning experiences [29, 57, 63, 64, 95]. As such, the
push to bring computing to all students through K–12 education, if done well and in a way that is
informed by this work, provides the opportunity to address historical inequities in computing.
A final consideration is related to disciplinary content and whether it is developmentally appropriate for the given context. Frameworks, standards, and research focusing on K–12 education
are starting to define what computing instruction looks like across the K–12 spectrum [19, 61, 91,
96], but not all classroom curricula map their materials to these recent documents, so this is a task
left to the curricular decision makers and teachers. Identifying and choosing to use curricula that
present the content in accessible and age-appropriate ways, consider learners’ previous and future
computing instruction, and align to computing-related content standards is essential for ensuring
consistent and coherent instruction across their K–12 careers.
3 AUDIENCE
Given the origin of this effort, care was taken to ensure that the TEC Rubric would be useful for
the two groups involved in its creation: educational decision makers and curriculum designers.
For educational decision makers, including teachers, instructional coaches, and administrators,
the TEC Rubric is intended to serve as a tool for evaluating potential computing-related curricula.
Specifically, the rubric focuses educators’ attention on features of the curriculum associated with
ease of adoption and effective implementation. Educational leaders who are in a position to make
curricular decisions for a school, district, or some other learning context can use the TEC Rubric to
make sense of the plethora of new tools and curricula that are continually being introduced. This
issue was highlighted by a teacher who participated in a professional development session related
to this project who wrote: “There are so many computer science game-like resources that it is difficult
to determine quality, focus, and educational benefits of each.” In addition to evaluating curricula to
inform the decision about whether or not to adopt them, the rubric can also be used to guide
instruction by identifying gaps or shortcomings. Teachers with little decision-making authority
can perform gap analysis, guiding them to supplement or modify lessons when necessary, which
can be particularly important when trying to alter instruction to make it more culturally responsive
and relevant to the students.
For computing curriculum designers, the TEC Rubric can serve to inform what to include in
materials design and what is missing in later evaluation stages. The term “curriculum designer”
is meant to capture all who contribute to the creation of computing curricula, including those
who work on the technical aspects as well as those focused on the pedagogical dimensions of the
materials. Oftentimes, the software developers and engineers who are building new educational
technologies lack a background in education or learning theory to make well-informed design decisions with respect to critical dimensions of the learning environment. In such cases, these creators
rely on intuition or lessons learned from their own educational experiences. For this audience,
the TEC Rubric can help guide them to attend to specific aspects of the tools and materials they
are developing to support equitable and effective outcomes. At the same time, educators and curriculum designers who have the expertise in pedagogy and learning theory often lack the content
expertise to create exceptional computing curricula. The TEC Rubric can highlight opportunities
to introduce overlooked content areas or assessment opportunities, integrate ideas or practices related to issues of equity and access, or add additional supports for teachers who might have little
prior computing experience. Through applying the rubric, new considerations of uses of technology, characteristics of audiences, or types of interactions that can be supported may be identified,
thereby positively impacting the resulting design.
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4 REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this section, we present a review of the literature that helped inform this work and upon which
the TEC Rubric is built. The section begins by presenting a review of prior work for each of the
three dimensions of the Rubric: Teacher Accessibility, Equity, and Content. The goal with this
organization is to help justify the structure of the rubric and show how each of the dimensions
of the rubric builds off existing research from the field of computing education research. This
section concludes with a review of similar efforts to build evaluative curricular rubrics both within
computing and beyond showing how the TEC Rubric is situated relative to such efforts.
4.1 Prior Work on Teacher Accessibility in Computing Education
Research shows that teachers play an essential role in introducing learners to a discipline, supporting their intellectual growth, and fostering a positive and equitable learning space [8, 23, 80].
In this way, teachers have the potential to act as change agents [38], which is particularly consequential in computer science, where issues of inequity and a lack of diversity have been persistent
[45]. One of the central challenges in bringing computing to all learners is preparing teachers to
integrate the topic into their existing classrooms or training them to teach stand-alone computing
classes [24, 40, 114]. In the United States, this can be seen in the CS10K initiative, which sought to
train 10K new computer science teachers [21, 22]. Other countries undertook similar large-scale
computer science teacher training efforts, such as the United Kingdom, Israel, and New Zealand
[6, 18, 39, 86].
One of the outcomes of these and related efforts has been increased insights into the specific
challenges associated with preparing teachers to teach computing and computer science [22, 40,
56, 81, 86]. In their studies of pre-service computer science teachers, Yadav and colleagues [113,
114] identified a number of challenges new teachers face, including content mastery, pedagogical
content knowledge, approaches to assessment, as well as cultural challenges such as isolation and
underdeveloped computer science teacher professional development infrastructure. Supporting
teachers new to the domain of computer science is essential given the roles they play in implementing curricular changes [5, 107]. A related challenge is a recognition that computer science as
a field is rapidly changing, so even teachers who are not new to the domain of computer science
face challenges related to rapid curricular and technological change [68]. In response to these new
demands placed on teachers and the challenge of preparing them for new material, continuing
professional development is playing a significant role [97].
A key component of the effort to train new computer science teachers is identifying ways to
support those that are new to the domain and design materials and professional development
opportunities to make the content more accessible and support novice teachers in instruction.
Sentance and Csizmadia [98] conducted a large-scale survey of computer science teachers and
identified a lack of subject knowledge and challenges associated with learning and staying up to
date with computing materials as a key challenge they face. Making materials more accessible
and more easily adopted for teachers is a direct way to combat this challenge. One potential solution is looking to online computer science instructional materials, which are often made freely
available online; however, research shows these materials are largely underutilized and often miss
opportunities to make themselves more accessible and easy to use by novice teachers [34, 66, 76].
4.2 Prior Work on Equity in Computing Education
As the field of computer science grows, it continues to be plagued by the underrepresentation of
women, minorities, persons with disabilities, and individuals who identify with more than one of
these groups. This underrepresentation is on full display when examining the computer science
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degrees awarded to students each year. In 2017, just 19.3% of doctoral degrees in computing were
awarded to women and less than 3% of all CS doctoral graduates were Black or African American,
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, or Multiracial [116]. No doctoral degrees in computing
were awarded to students who identified as American Indian or Alaska Native, with undergraduate
computing degrees following a very similar pattern in the United States [116].
As computing moves into K–12 schools, the same lack of representation is present. Using the
United States as an example, of the students who took an AP computer science exam (either AP
Computer Science A or AP Computer Science Principles) in 2017, just under 25% identified as being
from a racial category typically considered to be underrepresented (American Indian or Alaska
Native, Black, Hispanic or Latino, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, Two or More Races,
or Other) [104]. The issue extends beyond participation to include performance. The AP test is
graded on a five-point scale with one being the lowest score and five being the highest. Students
identifying as an underrepresented minority scored just 12.7% of the fives awarded on both AP
Computer Science tests and 41.23% of the ones awarded on both tests [103].
The likelihood that a student takes and succeeds in a computer science course is associated with
their level of access to courses, qualified teachers, and classroom resources available. All of these
factors are often lacking in schools with populations composed of a majority of racial minority
students. The absence of minority students in computing courses is typically caused by structural
barriers [108], including the disproportionate availability of those classes [73]. Compared to White
students, Black students report less access to a dedicated computer science class in school and are
more likely to learn computer science through after-school clubs or groups [47]. The underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic students in computer science courses is not due to a lack of interest
or confidence in their ability to learn the content. Black students report feeling more confident in
their computer science abilities than both White and Hispanic students and are more interested in
learning computer science—with surveys finding that one-third of Black and Hispanic students are
interested in learning computer science compared to just one-fifth of White students [47]. Additionally, Black and Hispanic parents are more confident their children will learn computer science
and are more interested in having their children learn computer science than White parents [47].
The underrepresentation of minorities in computer science courses has led to efforts to broaden
participation in computing fields through courses and curricula. Knowing these students want to
take computer science courses but are being structurally and systematically left out has resulted in
numerous efforts to increase access and opportunities. A major effort is underway to reframe computer science in an effort to broaden participation by changing people’s perceptions of computing.
This includes making computing tasks and curricula more social and collaborative [9], focusing on
physical building rather than just programming on a screen [12, 53], and presenting programming
as a creative endeavor [88, 92]. Projects also strive to make computing connect more deeply with
students’ interests and fit their individual needs. Building on theories related to culturally relevant
pedagogy [41] and students’ funds of knowledge [77], projects aimed at broadening participation
examine students’ ways of knowing [53], integrate their communities and cultural capital [35, 63],
and try to make the curriculum personally and culturally significant [26, 43, 71, 95]. Researchers
have also worked to add new entry points into computing as well as to elongate the computer
science pipeline to include younger grades with interventions placed throughout the grade range
[31, 43, 50, 110].
4.3 Prior Work on Computing Content
Work on equity informs decisions on how to teach computing, but not what to teach at what
ages. While the field of computer science is not new, defining exactly what it is and what should
be included in a well-rounded computer science education is a topic of continued debate (e.g.,
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References [3, 26]). This is largely due to the rapidly changing nature of the field, as the CSTA
writes in the introduction to their standards document: “Computer science standards cannot be
static. These standards must be reviewed and updated on a regular basis, and not considered complete and finalized” [19]. Standards documents and disciplinary frameworks are especially important for computer science, as there are widespread misconceptions around the field and what it
means to practice computer science [46]. The past decade has seen this discussion expand from
higher education to include all of K–12 education. Until relatively recently, computer science in K–
12 education has resided in the final years of high school and largely been a programming-focused
discipline.
K–12 standards must be informed by research, and research in this area is still emerging. Elementary school instruction often uses Scratch [88], a visual block-based language designed for this
age group. Work on the developmental aspects of learning computer science with Scratch began
when Seiter and Foreman [96] analyzed Scratch artifacts in the public repository to correlate the
grade band of classrooms with the blocks they were using, developing the Progression of Early
Computational Thinking (PECT). However, as Brennan and Resnick have shown [10], the presence of a block does not necessarily imply understanding. Dwyer et al. [28] used student focus
groups to explore lower anchor points and learning progressions related to algorithmic thinking.
Franklin et al. [37] analyzed fourth- through sixth-grade student work to analyze similarities and
differences in solutions related to sequence, events, and initialization. Grover et al. [48] also studied
misconceptions of loops, variables, and Boolean logic. More recent work by Rich and colleagues
has created learning trajectories by extracting learning goals from a broad set of literature and
using several heuristics to create dependencies and partial orderings between goals [89–91].
A significant step forward in defining a broader vision of computer science across the K–12 spectrum came with the publication of the K–12 Computer Science Framework [61]. This document is
intended to serve as a guiding framework that outlines the major content areas and practices in
the field of computer science and provide a structure for the creation of standards across the K–12
spectrum. The utility of this work is that it defines computer science as more than just programming, including five high-level concepts and eight central computing practices. It also situates the
discipline relative to the broader concept of computational thinking, showing both the overlap
and distinctions between the two. The framework goes on to map out grade-appropriate versions
of each concept and practice across K–12. This work is particularly useful, as this more expansive vision of computer science spread across K–12 is quite distinct from the programming-centric
version of computer science that has historically been the focus of pre-college computer science.
4.4 Prior Work on Evaluative Rubrics in Education
Rubrics have long been used in the field of education to assist with the fair and consistent assessment of student work [3, 102]. Rubrics can serve as a self-monitoring tool for students by
providing a clear set of criteria by which their work will be assessed [59, 60, 70, 83, 84]. The welldefined grading criteria in a rubric make expectations clear to students as well as create a fair
and consistent basis on which student projects can be assessed—even between graders [14] or by
automated assessment tools [27].
When selecting a new curriculum, schools and districts must weigh the many available options
to identify the program that best aligns with standards and meets the needs of their teachers
and students [13, 79]. Program evaluation rubrics are a useful tool to help facilitate this process
[11, 74]. One such set of rubrics is the suite of EQuIP rubrics for Science, Math, and ELA. The EQuIP
rubrics were designed to identify curriculum products that are aligned to the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) or the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). The EQuIP Rubric for
Science is composed of a set of criteria fitted into three categories that collectively describe the
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Fig. 1. Rubric design and development process.

type of instruction described by the NGSS with the intent of the user identifying not only the
presence of each indicator but also detailed evidence describing the occurrence [74].
As part of the development of a culturally relevant computing curriculum for middle-grades
students, the TEC Rubric developers required a program evaluation rubric for computer science
that could measure the degree to which each module in the curriculum met their standards for
teacher accessibility, equity, and content. The TEC Rubric provided necessary information to developers that they could use as they developed or revised the modules to ensure each met their
requirements.
Program evaluation rubrics exist for computer science curricula, but their focus is on measuring
teacher effectiveness and what happens in the classroom [17, 105, 106]. These existing rubrics do
not measure the potential offered by a curriculum, independent of implementation, nor do they aid
in the comparison and evaluation of curricular products. For our purposes, we required a program
evaluation rubric with a structure similar to the EQuiP Rubric for Science—with the criteria divided
among larger categories. Since no such rubric existed, one was created to inform the revision of the
materials. Rather than designing the TEC Rubric to be curriculum-specific, we instead designed it
to be curriculum-independent, as we felt there was a gap in the collection of program evaluation
rubrics for computer science. The resulting rubric was revised for usability and increased reliability
[115].
5 METHODOLOGY
The TEC Rubric was designed by a team of researchers and practitioners with expertise in K–12
computing education as part of a larger researcher-practitioner partnership (RPP) [15]. The core
design team was composed of computer scientists, learning scientists, and curriculum developers
with extensive experience in K–12 computer science working in close collaboration with the computer science leadership in the partner school district. In bringing together these two populations
in an RPP, the team combines the disciplinary and methodological expertise of the researchers
with the results and impact orientation and expertise of those working in school districts and
classrooms directly. These different sets of expertise draw directly from the complementary sets
of experiences between those in academia and those in K–12 education and are a central feature
of why RPPs have been so successful and impactful in recent educational interventions broadly
[85] and computer science initiatives in particular [52].
The development of the TEC Rubric happened in two phases: (1) initial development based on
existing rubrics and literature followed by (2) iterative refinement (see Figure 1). The first phase
of the project was led by the research team. Throughout the second stage of development, all
members of the researcher-practitioner partnership played active roles in evaluating and refining the rubric. One feature of the core design team is that it included members from the various
audiences of the TEC Rubric, including teachers, district-level decision makers, and curriculum
designers. The full research team met weekly throughout the development of the rubric to ensure
continuous and open lines of communication.
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The creation of the TEC Rubric began by reviewing existing curricular rubrics designed to
achieve similar outcomes for other disciplines as a means to guide the structure and scope of our
efforts. The format of the TEC Rubric is based on the EQuIP Rubric for Science, Version 3.0 [117].
The EQuIP Rubric focuses on three high-level categories: Design, Instructional Support, and Student Progress for the Next Generation Science Standards. For each of these categories, the rubric
provides subcategories as well as a means to evaluate a lesson for the subcategory. The EQUIP
rubric is widely used and cited as an exemplary rubric for evaluation [115]. The TEC Rubric follows
a similar structure; however, modifications were made given the difference in content. Specifically,
the EQuIP rubric is designed for the NGSS standards, so its need to evaluate content is not the same
as the TEC Rubric, which is not mapped to a specific framework. Also, as the TEC Rubric places
an emphasis on issues of equity, equity was promoted to be a top-level category rather than live
nested under another category. We also replicated the EQuIP rubric’s structure for application by
including columns in the resulting document to provide Evidence and Reasoning and Suggestions
for Improvement as part of the evaluation process.
To create an initial version of the TEC Rubric, we reviewed materials that are currently available
for computer science curriculum and pedagogy evaluation (e.g., References [3, 11, 21, 58, 72]).
We also reviewed related efforts for other disciplines, including content-agnostic evaluation tools
(e.g., References [97, 99]) to further inform the rubric. While reviewing these materials, evaluation
criteria that were identified as pertinent to the design and evaluation of introductory computing
curricula were recorded for inclusion in our rubric. Criteria with similar intents from different
sources were combined. An initial list of criteria was generated and then divided into the three
categories that structure the rubric. The initial review resulted in 42 indicators on the rubric from
eight different sources and team brainstorming. The majority of the indicators were attributed to
the Achieve NJ interpretation of the Danielson Framework for Science [1] and the EQuIP rubrics for
science and literacy [30]. In total, 18 attributions were made to the AchieveNJ Science Instruction
Companion to the Danielson Framework, 7 attributions were made to the EQuIP Literacy rubric,
and 5 attributions were made to the EQuIP Science rubric. Attributions were also made to Brennan
and Resnick [10], Funds of Knowledge [77], the Danielson Framework [105], Hong and Choi [54],
and Universal Design for Learning [93]. Some indicators included multiple attributions, because
various sources highlighted the same best practices, and 10 indicators did not have attribution
in the initial rubric development but were suggestions made based on teaching and curriculum
design experience.
The criteria in this initial set were reviewed and evaluated by the research team to decide their fit
within the CS context of the TEC Rubric project. Together, the team adjusted the indicators within
the rubric, ending with a new version that included 40 indicators and reorganizing from the broad
categories of Teacher Accessibility, Equity, and Content into subcategories. Once a first draft of
the TEC Rubric was completed by the research team, it was presented to the larger development
team, including the practitioner partners who gave input based on their experience working with
various computing curricula and teachers with varying levels of prior experience teaching CS in
their K–8 classrooms. Based on this feedback, the TEC Rubric was updated to include new sources
(e.g., References [54, 66]) and wording was adjusted for clarity and generalizability. Specifically,
the practitioner partners suggested three new indicators or wording changes based on Linsey,
Graham, Jr, and Jew [69], two new indicators or wording changes based on Hoogstra, Tanyu,
Tucker, and Loignon [55], and five indicators or wording changes based on policies and priorities of the school district. These were taken into account and incorporated into the rubric as
new indicators or changes to the existing indicators. Based on these adjustments, the rubric was
edited to include 42 total indicators. In the final development phase, the rubric came back to the
research team where the indicators were purposefully ordered within the sub-categories, and
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indicators were added based on identified holes in the evaluation, including the need for an indicator pertaining to youth culture rather than focusing only on heritage and family culture. The
final development version of the rubric included 45 indicators.
The second phase of the development process involved the iterative refinement of the rubric
by applying it to individual modular components of an elementary computing curriculum under
development as part of this same project. This curriculum, titled Scratch Encore, is focused on issues of equity, accessibility, and ease of adoption, making it a good test case for the rubric [36]. The
TEC Rubric was applied to one curricular module at a time by multiple researchers working individually, taking note not only of how the module scored but also the experience of using it. Based
on their experience, the TEC Rubric was revised to remove repetitive criteria and revise criteria
that could not be objectively measured (as identified through poor interrater reliability scores).
For example, an indicator about the ability of the curriculum to promote and develop TPACK [62]
was removed, because it was not measurable by the everyday person who might not be familiar
with this concept and we felt other indicators together subsumed this topic. The visual design of
the rubric was also revised to make it easier to apply and more useful for communicating results.
Specifically, checkmarks were added for each indicator to help users track when the indicators
were and were not met, and the evidence blocks were adjusted to the level of each indicator rather
than level of sub-category. Both of these adjustments were made to encourage users to think about
indicators specifically rather than subcategories as a whole to improve the feedback received from
the rubric. Once this round of development was complete, a candidate final version of the TEC
Rubric with 39 indicators was distributed to the full team of researchers and district-level partners
for approval and final adjustments. The rubric was also presented to lead teachers working on
curriculum development for their suggestions and comments.
The final phase of development was to train a set of users on how to apply the rubric and
then have them apply it to CS curricular materials. Five undergraduate computer science students
were recruited and trained as research assistants during the development and refinement of the
TEC Rubric. While being trained on the rubric, they helped identify places where the wording of
criteria needed to be revised to clarify intent. The outcomes of this portion of the development
cycle are presented later when we discuss validity and reliability with respect to the rubric. They
are mentioned here to document the final round of revisions that went into the development of
the TEC Rubric, which is presented in the next section.
6

THE TEC RUBRIC FOR COMPUTING CURRICULA

The TEC Rubric was designed to help educators and educational decision makers and designers
evaluate introductory computing curricula. Recognizing that curricula come in different shapes
and sizes, the TEC Rubric is designed to be useful to evaluate individual lessons, groups of lessons,
and whole curricula. The TEC Rubric is divided into three categories: Teacher Accessibility, Equity, and Content. These categories align with the major needs of introductory computing curricula. Each category, described below, is further broken into subcategories, which themselves are
specific and concrete criteria. The goal of the subcategories is to highlight specific characteristics
that may or may not be present in a set of curricular materials. In providing these subcategories,
the evaluation of a curriculum becomes less subjective and more specific as concrete information
about the curriculum emerges. The hierarchical structure (categories composed of subcategories
composed of criteria) are intended to provide a way to go from specific features of a curriculum
to an overall sense of if and how the curriculum rates with respect to more general characteristics such as equity. Each criterion has a checkbox for the reviewer to track whether or not the
criterion has been met. The TEC Rubric also includes space for reviewers to provide evidence and
reasoning for their ratings, as well as suggestions for potential improvements. Before presenting
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Fig. 2. The Teacher Accessibility dimension of the TEC Rubric.

the rubric itself, it is important to note that the TEC Rubric focuses specifically on curricular materials and does not take into account professional development or pedagogical strategies that may
accompany a given curriculum. We agree with others who have argued for the critical importance
of the training that accompanies curricular materials [44]; however, we also see the utility and,
at times, the necessity of evaluating curricular materials independent of associated professional
development. Below, we present each of the three categories, beginning with a figure showing the
rubric itself, followed by a discussion of its constituent parts.
6.1

Teacher Accessibility

This first dimension of the TEC Rubric is Teacher Accessibility (Figure 2). Since many teachers who
teach computing or computer science courses often have little or no prior experience with the field,
it is essential that curricular materials are educative and provide pedagogical support for teachers.
This can take the form of full lesson plans with a thorough discussion of both the topics covered
(content knowledge) as well as guidance on how to teach the material (pedagogical content knowledge) [100]. These aspects of the curriculum are captured by the Teacher Support subcategory. The
Supplemental Materials subcategory relates to additional materials available to teachers, including
discussion prompts, student guides, worksheets, and assessment materials. Whether distributed in
a physical form or digitally through a student portal, these materials are an essential component
of a curriculum, as they support students as they work through projects and educators in their
teaching of the curriculum and assessment of student learning.
6.2

Equity

The Equity category of the TEC Rubric (Figure 3) includes three subcategories: Culture, Identity, and Exceptionalities. Given the demonstrated underrepresentation of women and minorities
in computing-related fields, it is essential that introductory computing curricula are designed to
specifically support these students and allow them to see themselves and their culture represented
in the curricula. The Equity category draws attention to the ways in which the curriculum provides
the opportunity for students to see and celebrate both their culture and their personal identities
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Fig. 3. The Equity dimension of the TEC Rubric.

as well as the accessibility and adaptability of a curriculum with regards to students who have
exceptionalities (e.g., English Language Learners, special education students, and gifted students).
The Culture subcategory relates to community-level cultural resources with regards to both
cultural heritage, contemporary culture, and youth culture. In contrast, the Identity subcategory focuses on individual-level cultural resources and the ability of students to see themselves
represented in projects that they complete and have opportunities to represent themselves in
projects that they make. This subcategory strives to measure whether or not aspects of an individual learner can be incorporated into assignments as part of the curriculum to support their
developing identities as budding computational doers. Last, the Exceptionalities subcategory aims
to broaden participation with regards to ability by encouraging multiple representations to support
the diverse learning needs of students [94] and opportunities for further exploration for students
who desire a deeper understanding. Across this category the goal is to ensure the curriculum
under consideration is providing opportunities from learners from historically underrepresented
populations to identify with computing in authentic and meaningful ways.
6.3 Content
The Content category (Figure 4) includes five subcategories: Computing Content, Instructional
Design - Pedagogical Practices, Instructional Design - Content, Theme, and Assessment. These
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Fig. 4. The Content dimension of the TEC Rubric.
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Fig. 5. The full rubric presentation including subcategories and fields for Evidence and Reasoning, Suggestions for Improvement, and partial and total Score.

subcategories and the criteria within them represent best practices in lesson planning and curriculum development. They seek to demonstrate what is necessary for a comprehensive set of
curricular materials that will support teachers of all levels and lead to classroom best practices.
The subcategories cover the content of the lesson as well as the manner through which that
content is introduced. It is important to note care was taken to support a diversity of
pedagogical and curricular design approaches. As such, the rubric is not intended to be prescriptive
or advance one instructional approach over another.
The first subcategory, Computing Content, checks for alignment to existing standards, the use
of disciplinary terminology, and a trajectory of increasing difficulty throughout the lessons. The
majority of the criteria within this subcategory pertain to the instructional design of the unit
both with regards to the pedagogical practices and the content included within the curriculum.
The two Instructional Design subcategories are not specific to introductory computing contexts
specifically but represent best practices when working within technologically mediated learning
contexts to promote positive classroom management and learning outcomes. Instructional Design
- Pedagogical Practices relates to inclusions within the curriculum that promote strong teaching
practices such as clear and measurable objectives and a variety of instructional strategies. The
Instructional Design - Content subcategory relates to the ways in which content is presented to
students, including the use of scaffolding and encouraging open-ended prompts for exploration.
The Theme subcategory promotes accuracy of the non-computing-related aspects of a lesson
through which the content is presented if there are any (e.g., if the computing content were situated within activities related to photosynthesis, then the science is accurate and the computing
content is applied within the context in an authentic way). Finally, the Assessment subcategory
pertains to the assessment strategies that are employed within the curriculum, both formative and
summative.
6.4 Applying the Rubric and Summarizing Evaluations
The full TEC Rubric includes guidelines for how it is intended to be used to evaluate a curriculum (Figure 5). This includes documenting evidence that a given criterion has been met, noting
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potential ways to improve or augment the materials, and giving a specific score to each criterion.
The first step in using the rubric is to become familiar with it, being sure to note the categories,
subcategories, and each criterion. Next, the reviewer should read through the curriculum that is
being evaluated, being sure to complete activities as the students would, if possible. Having done
that, the reviewer should next evaluate the curriculum based on each category individually. To do
this, the reviewer should (1) Use the checkboxes to note which criterion the curriculum meets in
each subcategory (note: checkboxes can be replaced by a scale for greater granularity if desired);
(2) Record evidence of the curriculum meeting or not meeting each of the criteria. This evidence
should be specific and include page numbers, exact activities, and so on; (3) Assign an overall score
for each subcategory. The next step is for the reviewer to assign an overall rating for each category
to the curriculum based on the individual category scales. Finally, if there are multiple reviewers
involved, the full set of reviewers comes together to compare results and discuss discrepancies in
ratings.
To assist with summarizing and communicating the results of using the rubric, a system was developed to facilitate quantifying and summarizing a completed evaluation based on similar efforts
from the EQuIP rubric [117]. Each subcategory is given a score of inadequate, adequate, or extensive based on the average scores of the indicators that comprise the subcategory. In our system,
greater than 3 is extensive, between 2 and 3 is adequate, and less than 2 is inadequate. These subcategory scores are used to assign a final category score: 3 if all but one subcategory receives a score
of extensive, 2 if all criteria are rated at least adequate, 1 if one subcategory is rated inadequate
with the other subcategories achieving an adequate rating, and 0 if more than one subcategory
scores a rating of inadequate. It is not expected that most units will receive ratings of 3 in every
category or even a majority of extensive ratings in subcategories; rather, the intention is for users
to use the TEC Rubric to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a curriculum. Note, this is just
one possible way to summarize results from applying the rubric that we have found useful and
accurate for quantifying results; however, in our own experience, we have found the full detail of
a completed rubric, particularly the written notes, to be valuable.
6.5 Validity and Reliability
Having presented the contents of the rubric, we now return to our development process and our
efforts to ensure the validity and reliability of the rubric. For this effort, we use the term “validity”
to refer to how well the rubric captures the reality of the curriculum (i.e., is it measuring what we
say it is measuring), and we use the term “reliability” to reflect the consistency of the rubric and
its application [78]. The validation of the TEC Rubric draws heavily from the expertise present in
the researcher-practitioner partnership, which includes computer science education researchers,
current and former computer science teachers, as well as district-level employees responsible for
selecting and implementing computing curricula for the district. The validation process began
with a test of initial face validity, meaning whether or not contents the rubric matched what the
team members expected to be present and if and how it aligned with their prior experiences evaluating materials. Through a series of structured discussions, the rubric was iteratively revised to
match both academic and practitioner expectations. The next phase of validation involved using
the rubric to evaluate the curriculum under development. The experts on the team evaluated the
curriculum on their own, and then the materials were evaluated using the rubric. We then compared the results to ensure the rubric was capturing the issues and oversights identified by our
experts. Finally, two well-known computing curricula were evaluated with the rubric, and the results were compared to the reported focus for the materials. The goal with this last effort is to
validate the rubric and what it identifies with respect to curricula created by experts outside of
our project. Further details about this last phase are presented in the following section.
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To evaluate the rubric’s reliability, the TEC Rubric was applied to a curriculum by the five undergraduate research assistants working on this project. The assistants had no prior experience with
the curriculum or with the TEC Rubric before joining the project. The undergraduates were trained
on the use of the TEC Rubric by applying it to sequential modules in the introductory computing
curriculum being designed alongside the rubric. This curriculum consists of 14 modules. The five
research assistants individually coded a single module then came together to compare results before moving on to the next module. This was repeated for 6 of the 14 modules. For each module that
was evaluated, they individually applied the TEC Rubric—denoting which criteria were met, documenting evidence of each criterion, and recording strengths and suggestions for improvement.
Once they had each evaluated the same module individually, they came together to discuss their
evaluations, sharing their reasonings and coming to an agreement about any discrepancies in their
evaluations, which was documented on a new copy of the TEC Rubric to document the group’s
consensus ratings. The undergraduate research assistants continued to evaluate in this manner
until they reached a level of substantial agreement on their independent evaluations using Fleiss’
kappa. For each module that the group evaluated, the five research assistants individually rated
six modules, with the final module achieving an inter-rater reliability kappa of 0.646, substantial
on the interpretation scale [65].
Having reached a training level of reliability, the research assistants applied the TEC Rubric to
two existing curricula, Exploring Computer Science [42] and CodeHS [16]. As with the evaluation
of the modules evaluated throughout the development of the rubric, the research assistants rated
each individually and then met to discuss the differences and come to a consensus on the overall
evaluation of the curriculum. When using the TEC Rubric on Exploring Computer Science, the
research assistants had a kappa value of 0.21, in the fair agreement range. When using the TEC
Rubric on CodeHS, the research assistants achieved a kappa value of 0.72 in the substantial agreement range. The relatively low kappa score found for the Exploring Computer Science materials
along with detailed results of these evaluations will be discussed in the next section, but for now
serve as a show of reliability among a rather large group (five) of independent evaluators.
7 USING THE TEC RUBRIC
In this section, we show what it looks like for the TEC Rubric to be used in its two primary capacities: to evaluate existing computing curricula and to inform the design of new computing
curricula. First, we present the results of applying the TEC Rubric to two well-known computer
science curricula as a means to provide a sense of what it would look like for an educator tasked
with choosing between these two curricula for their classroom. Next, we present vignettes from
our own curricular design efforts showing how the TEC Rubric helped us evaluate and improve
our materials.
7.1

Evaluating Existing Curricula

One goal of the TEC Rubric is to help educators and educational decision makers make informed
decisions about whether or not a given curriculum would be a good fit for their classrooms. To
demonstrate the utility of using the TEC Rubric in this capacity, we present the results of applying
the rubric to two widely used, yet quite distinct, high school introductory computing curricula:
the Exploring Computer Science (ECS) curriculum (http://www.exploringcs.org) and the CodeHS
curriculum (https://codehs.com).
Exploring Computer Science is a year-long introductory computing curriculum that has an
explicit focus on broadening participation in computing [42]. As part of this approach, ECS
frames computer science as more than programming, including units on problem-solving, design,
data analysis, and robotics alongside programming. ECS recently introduced a new unit to the
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curriculum based on e-Textiles, further highlighting the focus on recruiting historically underrepresented populations to computing and presenting computing in a broad, inclusive way [33]. ECS
is targeted at early high school–aged learners (ages 14+) and intended to introduce the big ideas of
computing and lay the foundation for future instruction. For this evaluation, we focused on ECS’
six-week programming unit based on the Scratch programming environment. This unit was chosen
as it is relatively well aligned with the CodeHS materials evaluated, thus providing a more direct
comparison.
CodeHS is an online computer science curriculum and platform that offers teachers and schools
everything they need to bring computer science to their classrooms. This includes step-by-step
curricula and extensive resources for teachers and administrators as well as support for educators
in the form of CodeHS tutors and online support. CodeHS offers numerous curricula spanning
grades and content areas, including introductory Java and Python courses, AP Computer Science
Principles, and Web Design. For this article, we evaluated Unit 4 of the Introduction to Java course.
We chose these materials, as they were part of the materials that CodeHS graciously gave us access
to and because of the overlap with the ECS programming unit we evaluated.
Before continuing, it is important to note that this evaluation is not intended to be critical of
either of these curricula. They were chosen in part due to the different foci but also due to the
admiration we have for each and the widespread and positive impact they have both had. It is
also important to note that the TEC Rubric focuses explicitly on curricular materials and does not
consider accompanying professional development. Finally, we chose only one unit of ECS, so the
totality of its equity content may not have been captured. As such, some of the gaps identified
by the rubric may be addressed by other aspects of their own curriculum or the larger ecosystem
associated with each curriculum. This decision is discussed in greater detail later in the discussion.
Below, we present the results of evaluating the programming-based ECS materials for each of the
three TEC Rubric categories. As a reminder, these evaluations were conducted by five independent
undergraduate evaluators trained in applying the TEC Rubric. For each subcategory, the five reviewers met to share the results of their independent evaluations. Through discussion, a consensus
was reached.
7.1.1 Teacher Accessibility. In discussing their scores for the Teacher Accessibility dimension of
the TEC Rubric (Figure 6), reviewers identified strengths and weaknesses of both ECS and CodeHS
with respect to teacher accessibility. For ECS, the reviewers identified strengths related to the
instructional materials (easy-to-follow lesson plans, clear sequencing and connections to prior
lessons, and useful rubrics for both students and teachers) and supplemental materials (useful
graphic organizers and discussion prompts). At the same time, the review revealed some potential
weaknesses, such as the need for teachers to make sample programs that require varying levels of prior experience and some missing technical guides for navigating the Scratch platform.
For CodeHS, the reviewers found strengths in how it provides teachers with problem guides and
walkthroughs including common errors along with detailed and useful student-facing guides. The
concerns raised by the reviewers were that some lesson plans were relatively light on details, so
teachers would need to fill in gaps.
7.1.2 Equity. With respect to the category of Equity, both curricula scored well on Exceptionalities, ECS scored well on Identity, and both had gaps in Culture (Figure 7). For ECS, the reviewers saw value in how projects were open-ended to allow for student expression and how ECS
projects connected with youth culture. The reviewers also noted how the ECS materials connected
to learners’ homes, neighborhoods, and communities. At the same time, the reviewers felt there
were missed opportunities to connect to students’ cultural heritage and a concern that students
with prior Scratch experience would be rewarded in a way that could be frustrating to novices.
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Fig. 6. Teacher Accessibility scores for ECS and CodeHS.

Fig. 7. Equity scores for ECS and CodeHS.
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For CodeHS, the reviewers identified abundant support for exceptionalities and meaningful extensions for advanced students. They also saw the extensions that extended beyond the curriculum
as a strength. At the same time, the reviewers felt CodeHS missed opportunities to connect the
content with students’ cultures or identities. Further, they felt some projects seemed to have
“default” solutions, missing opportunities for student self-expression and personalization.
7.1.3 Content. In the Content category, both curricula scored very well, as is to be expected
from such widespread and well-respected materials (Figure 8). The strengths for ECS content were
how learners are given opportunities to apply concepts learned, the use of varied instructional
strategies, and opportunities for collaboration. The few weaknesses identified in this section related to concerns around clarity of instruction and a focus on specific Scratch blocks over the more
generalized treatment of the underlying concept. CodeHS also scored well in this category, with
the reviewers commenting on comprehensive supports related to vocabulary and concepts, clear
objectives, a diversity of activities and assessments, and giving learners the opportunity to modify
existing code before having to write their own as a pedagogical strategy. Drawbacks mentioned
included a lack of clarity on the mapping of the activities to standards and few opportunities for
students to publicly share their work with others.
7.1.4 Evaluating Existing Curricula Discussion. In the above section, we can start to see how the
TEC Rubric can provide useful information to curricular decision makers and help them make a
more informed decision about whether or not to use a curriculum. Looking across these results,
we can also see the priorities of the curriculum designers reflected in the evaluations. ECS, a curriculum that emphasizes equity and broadening participation, had more comprehensive coverage
of the TEC Rubric Equity category than did CodeHS. At the same time, CodeHS, which places
emphasis on ease-of-adoption and robust supports for novice teachers, had exemplary coverage
with respect to Teacher Accessibility. This match between stated priorities and results is another
useful data point in validating the rubric in that for both of these curricula, the evaluation results
matched what was to be expected based on the stated objectives of the two curricula.
A few final notes before moving on to our second application of the TEC Rubric. First, it is
important to reiterate that the Rubric was only applied to curricular materials and not professional
development or other supplementary materials. Further, we only evaluated a subsection of the full
curricula. This is important to mention, as it is very possible that some shortcomings noted above
are covered by these other aspects of the curricula. Another important thing to mention as we
close out this analysis is to mention that these are two exemplary curricula. As such, they both
scored very well. This can be interpreted as the rubric not being critical enough or too coarse to
be able to provide meaningful feedback; however, our explanation is that this is more a feature of
the chosen materials and their overall strengths rather than a lack of resolution of the rubric.
7.2

Using the Rubric to Inform Curricular Design

Having shown what it looks like to apply the TEC Rubric to two existing curricula, we now turn
our attention to a second, distinct use for the Rubric: aiding in the creation of new curricula. In this
section, we present a vignette of how the TEC Rubric was used to inform the design of Scratch
Encore, an upper elementary (ages 10–13) computing curriculum [36]. The same group of five
undergraduate researchers from the previous section used the TEC Rubric to evaluate an initial
version of a module the authors designed. We begin by introducing the overall goal of the module
and how the ideas are presented to the learner. We then present the results of the reviewers’
evaluation using the TEC Rubric and the resulting changes that were made in response to the
feedback.
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Fig. 8. Content scores for ECS and CodeHS.
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Fig. 9. The Scratch program for our Decomposition-by-Sequence activity (a) and the timeline from the accompanying student worksheet (b).

The lesson we present in this section is called Decomposition-by-Sequence. The main learning
objective of this activity is to get students to start attending to the temporal aspects of programs—
specifically, what triggers scripts to run and how can we programmatically control when they
start and stop. When the sequence of actions involves multiple sprites, it does not work within
Scratch to merely program a single script with the actions in order. Through this activity, students
will develop an understanding of how to break down larger multi-sprite problems into a series of
cause/effect steps and what Scratch blocks can be used to implement such a solution. The lesson
is built around a sports theme; specifically, students are trying to get their sprite to score a goal
by kicking the soccer ball into the net (Figure 9(a)). The specific sequence of actions the program
follows is: (1) the soccer-playing sprite moves until it touches the ball, (2) the ball rolls from the
center of the field until it touches the net, and (3) the crowd cheers. To accomplish this behavior, the
wait until block is used to sequence each action based on when one sprite touches another (either
the person touches the ball or the ball touches the goal). Accompanying the lesson is a worksheet
that asks students to fill in a timeline of everything that happens in the program without looking
at the underlying code (Figure 9(b)). Over the course of the module, students follow a use-modifycreate sequence, starting by using a partially working program before reimplementing portions of
it, then authoring a final project that has a similar structure (controlling sequential execution with
the wait until block).
7.2.1 Teacher Accessibility. The undergraduate research team identified three criteria as being
inadequate with respect to Teacher Accessibility: Materials are educative and accessible for teachers with differing CS content knowledge; Materials provide teachers with common misconceptions
and challenges that students have regarding the concepts and potential expectations or solutions;
and Lessons include student-facing activity guides that can be given to students in paper form or
digitally to direct their work. In response to these shortcomings, a number of revisions were made.
First, educative materials for teachers were added to the lessons, including detailed definitions
and a clear explanation of the big ideas of the lesson. Second, student worksheets were created to
lead students through the tasks to provide pedagogical guidance for the teachers. We also added
a section to the teacher materials outlining potential misconceptions and challenges that students
may encounter during the lessons. The lessons are currently being taught by teachers in a pilot
study with the intention of adding additional supports based on the results.
7.2.2 Equity. Three criteria from the Equity category were identified as inadequate by the reviewers in their evaluation of our Decomposition-by-Sequence lesson: Gives students the opportunity to share their own culture and cultural heritage; Provides opportunities for students to
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represent themselves in their projects; and Provides extensions that allow a deeper understanding
of topics for students who meet the performance expectations. Specifically, the evaluation team
felt that while the students could connect to the soccer theme, the final project did not provide
enough of an opportunity for students to represent themselves in their work.
In response to these issues, we redesigned the final activity of the lesson to make it more openended and provide more opportunity for customization and learner voice. In the revised version
of the activity, learners are able to select the topic of the final animation rather than being constrained to soccer or even sports in general. This less-structured final project provides students
with the opportunity to share their culture or cultural heritage if they choose. To address the evaluators’ concerns regarding students with exceptionalities and a lack of support for more advanced
learners, additional extensions were added to the lessons. This included optional challenges to incorporate sound into the animation (e.g., cheering when the ball goes in) or additional sprites and
action movements (e.g., adding a goalie sprite), giving students a chance to explore using blocks
that they had not used previously.
In their written comments, the evaluators also raised concerns about the abstract nature of the
timeline graphic organizer, which was initially a blank, loosely structured timeline with space for
students to document the events in the timeline and the resulting actions of each sprite. Reviewers
thought this format may be potentially confusing and the generally text-heavy nature of some of
the accompanying worksheets would be difficult for some learners. In response to these concerns,
we redesigned the timeline graphic organizer to better scaffold students through the assignment
by asking them to circle the correct action for each sprite and providing fill-in-the-blank sentence
starters for the events in the timeline that trigger these actions to start or stop (Figure 9(b)).
7.2.3 Content. The reviewers identified six criteria within the Content category that needed
improvement: Uses appropriate disciplinary terminology and promotes students’ use of disciplinary terminology; Provides opportunities for students to collaborate; Lesson provides opportunities for students to explore and provide solutions to open-ended prompts; Assessments provide
feedback on student progress towards a learning objective; Rubrics are based on objectives and
standards and assist in measuring student proficiency; and Objective-based formative assessments
are presented throughout the module and are included within instruction. In their written comments, the reviewers also expressed concern regarding the emphasis given to the glide and sound
blocks over the overall topic of decomposition.
In response to these identified issues, a number of revisions were made to the lesson. First, we
tried to decrease the emphasis on the specific blocks and place a greater emphasis on the concept
of decomposition. Second, we included an explicit definition for Decomposition-by-Sequence to
teachers as part of the lesson. Third, we added an opportunity for students to collaborate while
completing an initial decomposition worksheet to encourage collaborative work and provide students with the opportunity to support each other in building their initial understandings of the
topic. The previously described changes to the final project also gave students the opportunity to
participate in the open-ended exploration that was previously left out of the lesson.
We also significantly changed the assessments within the unit. We implemented an automatic
grading feature for the programs students would write and provided a rubric for student projects.
The written assessment was revised to emphasize the concept of Decomposition-by-Sequence,
again trying to decrease the importance of Scratch-specific blocks. The written assessment was
also made to mirror the timeline graphic organizers that students used in the lessons. Finally,
journal prompts and discussion questions throughout the unit were reconsidered to increase the
usability of these as formative assessments.
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7.2.4 Using the Rubric to Inform Curricular Design Discussion. In applying the TEC Rubric to
our under-development lesson on Decomposition-by-Sequence, the reviewers were able to identify
a number of opportunities to improve the lesson. This included a range of new content, including
the addition of opportunities to include students’ own ideas and interests in the lessons, further
scaffolds for existing activities, and additional pedagogical and content supports for teachers. The
fact that the improvements span different aspects of the lesson speaks to one strength of the TEC
Rubric; namely, that it helps the designer attend to distinct, yet important, aspects of creating an
effective, accessible, and equitable lesson.
Another important thing to note is how, for the most part, the final version of the lesson is not
that different from the initial lesson. That is to say, the modifications made in response to the TEC
Rubric evaluation were mostly small additions and tweaks, rather than a thorough overhaul. We
see this as another strength of the TEC Rubric in that it allows for curricula to be unique and does
not try and steer every instructional activity into the same mold following the exact same set of
criteria. More so, the TEC Rubric serves as a useful checklist to remind the designer to attend to
all these different aspects of a successful lesson.
8 CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE TEC RUBRIC
While this article argues for the utility and benefits of the TEC Rubric, it is not without limitations
and challenges. In this section, we acknowledge some known limitations of the rubric and report
some challenges we had and were reported by our collaborators while developing and using it. A
first limitation that was previously mentioned is the fact that the TEC Rubric is designed explicitly
for the curriculum itself and does not consider outside resources, such as professional development
or institutional supports. As discussed above in the case of ECS, the professional development is
considered an essential part of the curriculum [42], so a teacher or administrator applying the
rubric to ECS should be aware of this and take it into consideration. We think the decision to not
include outside efforts such as professional development in the initial version of the TEC Rubric
is reasonable as, by the time someone is going through a professional development workshop for
a specific curriculum, we expect the decision the TEC Rubric is designed to help with has already
been made.
A second limitation of the TEC Rubric is that it is designed for introductory computing curricula,
so it may not be well suited for other computer science curricular materials. This includes more
advanced topics, such as upper-level university courses or potentially even AP Computer Science
in the United States, where students are expected to have already taken at least one course and the
teacher is expected to have greater mastery of the content. This is not to say the TEC Rubric would
not be useful—just that this is not the type of course it was designed for. A second version of this
limitation is thinking about courses that try and blend computing or computational thinking with
other subjects. For example, a high school biology course that includes modeling and simulation
activities that ask students to program would not be an ideal fit for the TEC Rubric given the
different classroom context and set of constraints.
A third limitation is in how the structure of the TEC Rubric treats aspects of teaching, learning,
and the curricular materials as separate when in reality they are often intertwined. For example,
equity and pedagogy are inextricably linked but are evaluated independently in the rubric. This
decision is a reflection of the desire to provide some structure to the messy, complex nature of
teaching and learning. We currently exploring ways to better handle these types of interdependencies in the rubric.
A final limitation of the TEC Rubric is a result of the challenge of trying to be general enough
to apply to a wide variety of curricular materials while also remaining short and concise enough
to not be overly burdensome to use. The result of this is a single checkbox to cover what can be
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very nuanced and complicated aspects of a curriculum. This oversimplification, while we deem
necessary, is an admitted limitation of the rubric in its current form.
Along with limitations, there are also challenges we experienced while applying the rubric.
First and foremost was deciding the right portion of a curriculum to evaluate, and if you choose
a large set of materials, how to translate the resulting evaluation into the rubric. For example, to
evaluate CodeHS, we chose to look at just the first 10 weeks of one of their lessons; we could have
just as easily chosen 5 weeks or 40 weeks. The issue with a smaller slice of a curriculum is that
the rubric may be overly harsh, as some features or supports may not be present in the selected
subsection but present in other parts of the curriculum. At the same time, choosing to evaluate the
full 40 weeks also has drawbacks. If a single lesson from a year-long course allows learners to draw
on their cultural heritage, then is that adequate to consider that criteria met? As such, deciding on
the right duration of the curriculum is important. In our experience, we settled on chunks ranging
from 6 to 10 weeks. When designing materials, we found it much easier to apply the rubric to
smaller portions of the curriculum (e.g., a single lesson or series of lessons), as it resulted in more
direct and actionable feedback.
A second challenge with the rubric is the amount of time it can take to faithfully apply, especially if it is being used to evaluate a longer curriculum. We recommend completing the student
assignments as part of the evaluation process. If you are evaluating a 20-week curriculum, that is
a lot of assignments to work through. In the end, it is up to the evaluator to decide how much time
they can devote to evaluation, recognizing that more time is better but not always realistic.
A final challenge that we are still struggling with is figuring out the best way to translate results from evaluating a curriculum into improved classroom practice. For example, if you are using
a highly structured online curriculum that leads students through a series of activities, how and
when can or should the teacher customize and deviate from the lesson? Related to this are contexts
where students are given the freedom to proceed at their own pace, resulting in students being
at different points in the curriculum at the same time. Again, finding opportunities to bring everyone together and then modify instruction can be difficult. As we are in the midst of designing
and piloting a curriculum alongside the development of this rubric, understanding how teachers
modify and augment our curricular resources to meet the specific needs of their classrooms is an
open research question we are actively pursuing.
One final comment about the TEC Rubric is that while what is presented in this article represented the current form of work, we expect it to grow and change as we learn more via feedback
from teachers, designers, researchers, and educational decision makers. For example, as our own
understanding of how best to support learners with exceptionalities grows, we expect additional
criteria to emerge and existing criteria to be refined. In addition, the TEC Rubric could be customized based on the desired unit of analysis. By this, we mean one form of the rubric could be
designed to evaluate individual lessons or small sets of lessons and a second for evaluating whole
curricula. This may take the form of different criteria or alternative ways of applying the rubric and
summarizing the findings based on frequency or some other useful metric. Given the TEC Rubric
was developed as part of an ongoing RPP and active research project, we expect the rubric will
continue to grow and improve over time. As changes occur, revised forms of the TEC Rubric will
be posted on the project website and shared through academic and practitioner-oriented venues.
9

CONCLUSION

The growing interest in and importance of computing has produced a rapid increase in the presence of computing education in K–12 contexts. In response to this growth, new computing curricula are being designed and advertised as meeting the needs of teachers and students. However, to date, few resources exist to help educational decision makers evaluate different curricular
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opportunities. This challenge is especially difficult for the field of computing, as there are relatively
few comprehensive frameworks or guidelines for making these decisions, and few decision makers have deep knowledge of the field. Further, given issues with equity and underrepresentation in
computing-related fields, it is essential that the curricular decisions made attend to both content
mastery as well as issues of equity and accessibility to not perpetuate these issues. At the same
time, the responsibility to create effective and accessible educational materials falls on the curriculum designers, who likewise lack clear guidelines or evaluation materials to guide the creation of
materials to address these issues.
In response to this challenge, this article introduces the Teacher Accessibility, Equity, and Content (TEC) Rubric. The TEC Rubric is intended to serve as a resource to help educators, educational
decision makers, and designers make informed decisions with respect to creating effective, accessible, and equitable learning opportunities. More concretely, the TEC Rubric can be used as an
instrument to evaluate existing curricula with respect to three critical dimensions to ensure equitable and effective instruction. The TEC Rubric can also be useful for those who are designing new
instructional materials and learning environments by serving as a resource to ensure the created
artifacts attend to critical issues related to teacher accessibility, equity, and computing content. To
demonstrate these two roles, this article presented the results of the analysis of two widely used
and successful curricula to show how it can highlight their strengths while also identifying potential opportunities for instructors to modify their instruction or introduce supplemental materials
to improve classroom outcomes. Second, the article provided an example of how the TEC Rubric
helped refine and improve the creation of new curricular materials. In this case, the TEC Rubric
directed the designers’ attention towards missed opportunities, resulting in additional teacher materials, new opportunities for learners to incorporate their own interests and ideas into the project,
and provide clearer instructions and better scaffolds in instructional materials.
As computer science and the big ideas of computing continue to make their way into K–12
classrooms around the world, providing supports and guidance for the teachers and designers
tasked with carrying out this goal is essential. In developing and sharing the TEC Rubric, we seek
to provide a resource that is useful to both researchers working on the computing education space
as well as K–12 educators and decision makers charged with bringing computing to all learners.
In doing so, this work bridges the researcher-practitioner gap and delivers on the promise of RPPs
as a mutually supportive and impactful approach to conducting educational research. Our hope
with this work is that the TEC Rubric serves as a useful resource in the toolbelt of educators,
educational decision makers, and designers to help them be successful in their quest to introduce
today’s learners to the field of computing in an effective and equitable way.
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